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SECTOR OVERVIEW 
 
1. The Ministry of Industry and Trade (MOIT) is responsible for the energy sector in Viet Nam, 
including the power, coal, and oil and gas industries. The MOIT’s duties include preparing 
development strategies and master plans for the sector, regulating operations, and overseeing 
sector reforms. The MOIT also oversees the major state-owned enterprises in the energy sector, 
including Vietnam Electricity (EVN), the integrated state electricity utility. 
 
2. Until 2015, Viet Nam was a net energy exporter, but in recent years meeting the fast-
growing domestic demand had become a challenge. 1  Sustained high economic growth, 
accelerated industrialization, and urbanization have led to a rapid increase in electricity demand 
in Viet Nam. By mid-2019, power shortages were looming in the south because of the uneven 
distribution of generation capacity and power consumption across the country, coupled with 
difficulties in transferring electricity over the long north–south distance. Viet Nam needed to avoid 
such a scenario; otherwise, the country’s overall economic growth would be negatively affected. 
   
3. Viet Nam’s energy sector is thus going through a deep reform, whereby it is gradually 
deregulated and privatized. Although some aspects of the reform are behind schedule, the overall 
advancements are commendable. Different units under EVN have been separated, corporatized, 
and required to transact independently. Competition has been introduced in the sector, starting 
with the generation segment in 2012, when all power generation plants with capacity of greater 
than 30 megawatts (MW)—except renewable energy power plants, build–operate–transfer (BOT) 
projects, strategic multipurpose hydropower plants, and combined cycle gas turbine power plants 
that consume gas as national interest—were required to participate in the Viet Nam competitive 
generation market (VCGM).2 In the transmission segment, the Viet Nam wholesale electricity 
market (VWEM) was introduced in 2019, making EVN no longer the single buyer of electricity.3 
Power distribution and retail are also scheduled to open to competition from 2023. The 
Government of Viet Nam shows a strong commitment to continue with its energy sector reforms. 

 
4. The year 2020 was the last year for Viet Nam to implement the Revised National Power 
Development Master Plan for the 2011–2020 Period with the Vision to 2030 (PDP VII). 4 Thus, it 
marked the transition to a new strategy, the National Power Development Master Plan for the 
2021-2030 Period with the Vision to 2045 (PDP VIII), which is only available in draft form for public 
consultation. Key government directions of the PDP VIII have centered on (i) ensuring energy 
security in the medium and long term, (ii) identifying and achieving the optimal and sustainable 
energy mix, (iii) attracting investments in energy infrastructure, (iv) removing bottlenecks to 
promote clean and renewable energy, and (v) improving the economy’s energy efficiency. 
 
A.  Sector Performance, Issues, and Opportunities 
 
5. Viet Nam is a lower-middle income country with a population of 95.5 million and has one 
of the largest energy markets in Southeast Asia.5 As of the end of 2018, the country’s power 

 
1  Government of Viet Nam, MOIT, Electricity and Renewable Energy Authority; and Government of Denmark, Danish 

Energy Agency. 2019. Vietnam Energy Outlook Report 2019. Ha Noi. 
2 Government of Viet Nam. 2012. Circular 18/2012/TT-BCT: Supervision of Competitive Electricity Generation Market. 

Ha Noi.  
3 Government of Viet Nam, MOIT. 2017. Decision 4804/QD-BCT: Approving Pilot Wholesale Electricity Market. Ha 

Noi. 
4  Government of Viet Nam, MOIT. 2016. Prime Minister Decision 428/QD-TTg: Approval of the Revised National Power 

Development Master Plan for the 2011-2020 Period with the Vision to 2030. Ha Noi. 
5  World Bank. World Bank Open Data. Data for Vietnam, Lower middle income (accessed 13 April 2020). 
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system ranked as the second largest in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations in terms of 
installed capacity, behind only that of Indonesia, and it now provides the people of Viet Nam with 
near-universal access to electricity.6 Fully 99.5% of Vietnamese households had access to grid 
power in 2019, compared to 2.5% in 1975. 7  During 2005–2019, (i) per capita electricity 
consumption increased from 548 kilowatt-hours (kWh) to 2,173 kWh, (ii) aggregate annual 
consumption grew from 45.6 terawatt-hours to 216.9 terawatt-hours, (iii) peak demand grew from 
9.3 gigawatts (GW) to 38.2 GW, and (iv) electricity demand increased by an average of 11.5% 
per annum (the strongest demand growth in the region) and is projected to grow at more than 8% 
per annum through 2030.8 
  
6. Expanding Viet Nam’s power supply will require significant investment. Based on the 
PDP VII, Viet Nam needs to invest about $148 billion in additional capacity and modernization of 
the energy sector during 2016–2030 to avoid power shortages affecting the gross domestic 
product growth trajectory. This amount includes (i) $30 billion in generation and $10 billion in 
transmission infrastructure development during 2016–2020, and (ii) $80 billion in generation and 
$28 billion in transmission infrastructure development during 2020–2030. 
 
7. Most investments in the energy sector have been made by the public sector through EVN 
and other large state-owned enterprises, notably Vietnam Oil and Gas Group (a.k.a. 
PetroVietnam) and Vietnam National Coal and Mineral Industries Group (a.k.a. Vinacomin). 
These companies have received support in the form of direct lending from state-owned 
commercial banks or have enjoyed generous government guarantees that have allowed them to 
tap international financing from both commercial and concessional sources. However, such 
financing options will be more difficult to access as state-owned commercial banks have nearly 
reached their lending limits for the power generation sector and the government has made clear 
that it will no longer provide guarantees to power generation projects. 
  
8. Expanded private sector role. The public sector will not be able to deliver all the 
investments needed in the power generation sector; private sector investments will need to be 
mobilized if Viet Nam is to avoid future power shortages. The PDP VII anticipates that 7.5 GW, or 
close to 40% of the 19.8 GW of new capacity during 2017–2021, will be BOT projects developed 
by the private sector. The private sector is also expected to play a key role in delivering the 
renewable energy target of 12 GW by 2025 and 27 GW by 2030.9 
 
9. Ongoing sector reforms support private sector investment. Viet Nam has 
demonstrated a strong commitment to reform the energy sector. Important milestones have been 
achieved with the passage of the Law of Electricity in 2004; the establishment of the Electricity 
Regulatory Authority of Viet Nam under the MOIT in 2005; and the unbundling of EVN into the 
National Power Transmission Corporation (2009), five power companies (2010), and three 
generation corporations (2012). Following the road map approved in 2006, the electricity market 
has evolved through (i) the VCGM since 2012; (ii) the VWEM since 2019; and (iii) the Viet Nam 
retail electricity market (VREM), which is expected to be piloted from 2022 and operational from 
2024.10 Other developments include the partial privatization of generation and power distribution 
companies. The government also indicated its intention to open the transmission business to 
private sector participation on a pilot basis. 

 
6  EVN. 2019. Vietnam's power system ranked in the top of ASEAN region. News release. 23 August 2019. 
7  EVN. 2021. Rural electrification is an outstanding achievement for Vietnam. News release. 14 January 2021. 
8  In 2020, electricity demand grew by about 4% despite coronavirus disease impacts. 
9 Renewable energy target includes solar, wind, biomass, and small hydropower.  
10   Government of Viet Nam. 2006. Prime Minister Decision 26/2006/QD-TTg: Approving the Roadmap and Conditions 

for Formation and Development of Different Levels of the Electricity Market in Viet Nam. Hanoi. 

https://en.evn.com.vn/d6/news/Vietnams-power-system-ranked-in-the-top-of-ASEAN-region-66-163-1591.aspx#:%7E:text=According%20to%20EVN's%20Deputy%20General,lower%20than%20that%20of%20Indonesia).&text=In%20terms%20of%20access%2Dto,ranked%204th%20in%20the%20region.
https://en.evn.com.vn/d6/news/Rural-electrification-is-an-outstanding-achievement-for-Vietnam-66-163-2160.aspx
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10. Under the VCGM, started in July 2012, generators bid to sell power to a single buyer, the 
Power Trading Corporation of EVN. By December 2019, 109 power plants representing 58% of 
the aggregate generation capacity of the system were participating in the VCGM.11 Although a 
conflict of interest remains, as EVN is the owner of most of the generating capacity as well as the 
largest buyer, the VCGM has compelled EVN’s generation companies to increase their 
transparency to sell electricity to EVN. 
 
11. The VWEM is a further reform that will enhance competition and became fully operational 
in January 2019. The power market is now no longer based on a single-buyer model, because in 
addition to EVN’s Power Trading Corporation (the single power buyer under the VCGM), five 
power companies under EVN are now responsible for power distribution and retail, and large 
industrial power consumers will be allowed to buy power directly from generators on a competitive 
basis. Renewable energy projects are not required to participate in the VWEM.12 
 
12. Tariff reform toward cost recovery. Viet Nam’s retail electricity tariff is deemed to be 
below the level of cost recovery. It is closely controlled by the government, and concerns over 
affordability and the competitiveness of local industries make the government reluctant to approve 
significant upward adjustments. In 2004, however, the government started to develop, step by 
step, a market-based tariff mechanism that would support the financial viability of the energy 
sector while encouraging efficient and sustainable operations. To date, the government has 
issued several decisions to lay out the mechanism for tariff adjustments based on cost 
increases—allowing fuel, capacity charge, and foreign exchange rate fluctuations to be captured 
in the power retail price. 
 
13. The government loosened its grip on electricity tariffs by allowing EVN, from 15 August 
2017, to adjust the average retail tariff by up to 5% in 6-month intervals without government 
approval. This enables EVN, and to a certain extent the whole sector, to respond quickly to 
changes in the price of input factors. MOIT approval is still required for adjustments from 5% to 
10%, and any adjustment above 10% is subject to the Prime Minister’s approval. Under that price 
regulation mechanism, EVN has adjusted the average power retail price twice, increasing it by 
6.08% on 1 December 2017 and by 8.36% on 5 March 2019.  
 
B.  Renewable Energy  
 
14. Since about 2010, Viet Nam’s power generation mix has improved—moving from a 
hydropower-dependent system to a more diversified mix. However, considering (i) the limited 
remaining potential to develop large-scale hydropower plants, (ii) depleting domestic coal 
reserves, and (iii) growing public concern regarding the environmental effects of coal-fired power 
plants, renewable energy development will be the focus in the future. Costs of renewable energy 
in Viet Nam are decreasing quickly, supporting a much quicker implementation of renewable 
energy projects than fossil fuel energy projects. The table presents the fuel mix in Viet Nam in 
2020. 
 
 
 
 

 
11 Electricity Regulatory Authority of Viet Nam. List of Power Plants Participating in the VCGM. 
12 Government of Viet Nam, MOIT. 2015. Decision 8266/QD-BCT: Approving the Detailed Design of Viet Nam’s 

Competitive Wholesale Electricity Market. Ha Noi. 

http://www.erav.vn/d4/van-ban/Quyet-dinh-ban-hanh-danh-sach-nha-may-dien-tham-gia-thi-truong-dien-trong-nam-2019-4-988.aspx
http://vepg.vn/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Decision_8266_QD_BCT_EN.pdf
http://vepg.vn/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Decision_8266_QD_BCT_EN.pdf
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Table: Fuel Mix in Viet Nam, 2020 

Fuel Source 
Installed Capacity Generation Output  

(GW) (%) (GWh) (%) 
Hydropower (including large and small 
hydropower) 20.6 29.8 72.9 29.5 
Coal 21.5 31.0 122.5 49.6 
Gas 7.4 10.7 34.7 14.0 
Oil and diesel 1.6 2.3 1.0 0.4 
Renewable energy  17.5 25.3 12.1 4.9 

Wind 0.6 0.9 1.0 0.4 

Solar 16.6 23.9 10.8 4.4 

Biomass 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.1 

Import 0.6 0.8 3.1 1.2 
Others 0.1 0.1 0.8 0.3 
Total 69.3 100.0 247.1 100.0 
GW = gigawatt, GWh = gigawatt-hour. 
Notes: Numbers may not sum precisely because of rounding. Percentages may not total 100% because of 
rounding. 
Sources: EVN. 2020. 2020 Annual Report. 

 
15. Viet Nam has substantial wind and solar resources. Its total wind potential is 26,750 MW, 
of which 24,350 MW has average wind speeds of 6–7 meters per second and about 2,400 MW 
has an average wind speed of 7–9 meters per second at a mean height of 80 meters above 
ground.13 The average annual global horizontal irradiance across central and southern Viet Nam 
is greater than 4 kWh per square meter per day—comparable to the solar resource availability in 
neighboring countries, including Cambodia, the Lao People’s Democratic Republic, and Thailand. 
The global horizontal irradiance in northern Viet Nam is 3–4 kWh per square meter per day. 
 
16. The government has issued investment support mechanisms to encourage different types 
of renewable energy. Renewable energy projects are shielded from competition in the generation 
market as they enjoy feed-in tariffs (FITs) and long-term power purchase agreements with EVN. 
In 2017, the FIT for solar power was set at $0.0935 per kWh for projects that reached commercial 
operations by 30 June 2019.14 After the first round of solar FIT arguably positioned Viet Nam as 
the regional leader for installed solar within Southeast Asia, the government signaled its strong 
intent to build upon the early success. Accordingly, the government announced a new solar FIT 
(solar FIT2), which took effect from 22 May 2020, retroactively applying to projects that achieved 
a commercial operation date (COD) from 11 July 2019 and with a cutoff for COD of 31 December 
2020.15 The solar FIT2 featured differentiated tariffs for ground-mounted solar ($0.0709 per kWh), 
floating solar ($0.0769 per kWh), and rooftop solar ($0.0838 per kWh).16 The tariff for solar FIT2 
was a material reduction from the first solar FIT, reflecting ongoing reductions in the technology 
costs— and thus, the levelized costs—of solar. 
 
17. The Standardized Power Purchase Agreement (SPPA), introduced in 2017 and amended 
in 2019 by Circular 05/2019/TT-BCT, requires that all grid-connected solar power projects use 

 
13 Asian Development Bank. 2015. Viet Nam Energy Sector Assessment, Strategy, and Road Map. Manila. 
14 Government of Viet Nam. 2017. Prime Minister Decision 11/2017/QD-TTg: Support Mechanisms for the Development 

of Solar Power Projects in Viet Nam. Ha Noi. 
15 For ground-mounted solar, projects were required to receive an investment decision before 23 November 2019 
16 Government of Viet Nam. 2020. Prime Minister Decision No. 13/2020/QD-TTg: On mechanisms to promote the 

development of solar power projects in Viet Nam. Ha Noi. The solar FIT2 round was applicable to grid-connected 
solar projects that had been issued investment policy decisions and/or approvals prior to 23 November 2019, and 
with achieved CODs during 1 July 2019–31 December 2020. 

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/institutional-document/178616/vie-energy-road-map.pdf
http://vepg.vn/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Decision-11_2017-of-PM-on-solar-PV-FIT_Eng.pdf
http://vepg.vn/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Decision-11_2017-of-PM-on-solar-PV-FIT_Eng.pdf
http://vepg.vn/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Decision_13_2020_on_Solar-FiT-2_EN.pdf
http://vepg.vn/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Decision_13_2020_on_Solar-FiT-2_EN.pdf
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the SPPA.17 However, the SPPA, which has a 20-year term, contains a number of issues that 
may affect the bankability of solar power projects, including lack of or insufficient provisions or 
protection for curtailment, changes in law, contract termination, relief events, and dispute 
avoidance and resolution. 
 
18. Despite the weakness of the SPPA, the FIT program for solar power is considered a 
success, as it has helped Viet Nam increase its total installed solar power capacity to nearly 24% 
of total capacity in a relatively short time. Since 2017, many local and international companies 
have entered the market to develop solar power projects in Viet Nam to benefit from the attractive 
FIT.18 As of December 2020, before the FIT for solar power expired, a total capacity of more than 
16.6 GW was commissioned and connected to the national grid.19 This is much more than the 
target of 850 MW of solar power by 2020 set out in the PDP VII. In 2020, the share of solar power 
generation accounted for 4.4% of the country’s energy mix. 
 
19. However, the success of the solar power FIT presents a serious challenge to the grid, 
which is not prepared to accommodate the high level of new intermittent generation capacity in 
such a short period. Curtailment of energy is widely reported for projects in regions where new 
solar capacity is concentrated, while there is insufficient local power demand or grid capacity to 
transfer energy to other load centers. Consequently, investors face uncertainties and are exposed 
to significant financial risks, particularly in Binh Thuan and Ninh Thuan provinces. Since the 
second half of 2019, EVN has been making efforts to accelerate transmission projects to enable 
the dispatch of renewable power from recently grid-connected solar projects, and the government 
has also encouraged private sector participation in the transmission industry by endorsing the first 
private sector sponsored 500-kilovolt transmission pilot project. 
 
20. Viet Nam is planning for the next round of renewable energy project development. Key 
concerns include strengthening the grid to accommodate all generated solar power and balancing 
financial viability and sustainability for all stakeholders. A reverse auction could be implemented 
on a pilot basis in 2021–2022 before it replaces the FIT regime for renewable projects. 
 

 
17 Government of Viet Nam, Ministry of Industry and Trade. 2017. Circular 16/2017/TT-BCT dated 12 September 2017 

on Development of Solar Power Project and Standard Power Purchase Agreement. Ha Noi. 
18 Due to the bankability issues of the SPPA mentioned in paragraph 17, most of the existing solar power projects in 

Viet Nam have been financed through equity or with a comprehensive corporate guarantee from the project 
developers. This prevailing, short-term financing solution can pose a challenge for further development of the 
renewable energy sector in Viet Nam, since future growth areas such as offshore wind typically require significantly 
larger investment per project than solar. Developers of these larger offshore wind projects will be unlikely to proceed 
with such projects without the availability of long-term, limited-recourse financing at the project level. However, EVN 
and the Vietnamese government are reluctant to make any major changes to the SPPA at this stage.  

19  EVN. 2019. As of June 30, 2019: More than 4,460 MW of solar power has been integrated into the grid. News 
release. 1 July 2019. 

http://vepg.vn/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Circular_16_2017_TT-BCT_EN.pdf
http://vepg.vn/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Circular_16_2017_TT-BCT_EN.pdf
https://en.evn.com.vn/d6/news/As-of-June-30-2019-More-than-4460MW-of-solar-power-has-been-integrated-into-the-grid-66-163-1518.aspx
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